Background: Telemetry systems that estimate animal positions with hyperbolic positioning algorithms also provide a technology-specific estimate of position precision (e.g., horizontal position error (HPE) for the VEMCO positioning system). Position precision estimates (e.g., dilution of precision for a global positioning system (GPS)) have been used extensively to identify and remove positions with unacceptable measurement error in studies of terrestrial and surfacing aquatic animals such as turtles and seals. Few underwater acoustic telemetry studies report using position precision estimates to filter data in accordance with explicit data quality objectives because the relationship between the precision estimate and measurement error is not understood or not evaluated. A four-step filtering approach which incorporates data-filtering principles developed for GPS tracking of terrestrial animals is demonstrated. HPE was evaluated for its effectiveness to remove uncertain fish positions acquired from a new underwater fine-scale passive acoustic monitoring system.
Background
Advances in animal-tracking systems have made highresolution, high-density position data increasingly available, affording the scientific community a substantial opportunity to finely examine the habits of difficult-todetect individuals and species [1] [2] [3] [4] . Any technology that assigns spatiotemporal positions to an animal produces values that contain varying degrees of measurement error. Determining an appropriate method to detect and remove positions with excessive error from datasets presents a real challenge to researchers as over-filtering (i.e., the omission of 'good positions') is a significant source of error in animal movement studies [5] [6] [7] . Each time location data are filtered, researchers must also be cognizant of the tradeoff between increasing confidence in position accuracy and the possibility of introducing systematic biases [8] . A useful technique must therefore discern between measurement error and true variation in animal movement. Two common approaches involve the use of biological filters, which equate to detecting violations of an animal's expected maximum movement capacity (e.g., maximum observed velocity) or known habits (e.g., observing a fish on land), or a position precision estimate (PPE) in which each measured position has an associated positionspecific estimate of measurement error or confidence. We outline a widely applicable approach to use a PPE to remove positions with unacceptable measurement error, and provide an example of a specific application to a telemetry dataset collected from an underwater acoustic positioning system, the VEMCO Positioning System (hereafter VPS; VEMCO Division of AMIRIX Systems; Halifax, Nova Scotia).
The VPS system
VEMCO provides two-dimensional positions derived from raw detection data using proprietary hyperbolic positioning algorithms that estimate positions from the time-difference-of-arrival (TDOA) of a coded signal at three or more receivers in the VPS array [9] . Each detection record in a receiver consists of a transmission code that is unique to a tag, the time of signal reception, and, depending on the tag configuration, an environmental variable measured by the tag (e.g., pressure, temperature, etc.). As with all TDOA-based processes, time synchronization of the autonomous receivers is critical. The VPS system makes use of synchronization transmitters (synchtags) placed at stationary locations throughout the array to account for time drift in individual receiver clocks [9, 10] ( Figure 1 ). Like other multi-receiver positioning systems [11] , the VPS provides a weighted average location from every combination of three receivers that detected each tag transmission (hereafter referred to as a position 'fix'), and an associated PPE termed horizontal position error (HPE) [9, 12] .
Filtering spatial data with HPE
HPE is assigned by VEMCO to positions for both synchtags and animal-implanted tags, but practitioners must perform auxiliary testing to be able to discern when and how HPE can be used to filter data. HPE is a unitless estimate of position precision based on the relationship between theoretical position error sensitivities and observed measurement errors (measured horizontal position error in meters, HPE M ) for synchronization tags [9] . If the relation between HPE and measurement error developed for synch-tags is representative of the relation for animal implanted tags, then the dimensionless HPE value can be used as a confidence estimate for each fish position.
Choosing an appropriate HPE cutoff to remove inaccurate fixes is the primary challenge in filtering VPS data, but few studies have provided an exposition of the filtering approach [13] . Studies either used a conservatively high HPE cutoff to remove the major problematic positions but retain most data (e.g., for an HPE number of 20, 83% retention [14] ), or employed a lower HPE cutoff for the study and sacrificed large amounts of data (e.g., for an HPE number of 10, 58% retention [15] ). In other cases, HPE was used but the level of data reduction was not reported (for an HPE number of 15 [12] ), no filtering occurred and the HPE estimated for synchtags was assumed to characterize the precision of all animal positions in the array [10] , or the authors referenced an example of the accuracy attained from a similarly configured array used in an unrelated study [16] . Despite an extensive literature on PPE estimates [5] [6] [7] [8] , a consistent framework does not exist for developing and applying an HPE-based filter to positional telemetry data, and many studies using HPE do not clearly report the selection criteria for the cutoff other than reference to prior studies. Confusion exists among practitioners over what filtering steps are broadly applicable to all studies and what components should be independently derived due to unique research questions.
We propose a generalizable four-step process for filtering VPS spatial datasets via HPE that accommodates the specific data quality objectives of each analysis. The steps include: 1) establishing position confidence goals (maximum tolerable errors) contingent on the scientific question and the chosen data analysis technique; 2) evaluating the unfiltered, baseline position confidence from known-position test tags; 3) selecting a filter cutoff and assessing if data reductions have introduced biases (a-c); and, 4) reporting the data filtering criteria and process in the final manuscript or report. The details that comprise the four steps are not interchangeable for all studies but completing each step will improve the rationale and transparency of data filtering for many telemetry studies. Importantly, the process does not set rigid standards for data inclusion; rather, it requires the assignment of standards that are specific and defensible for each project.
To demonstrate our approach, an extensive data set was derived from a 41-receiver array placed in the waters of Lake Huron (Michigan, USA) near the outlet of the Ocqueoc River (45°29ʹ 24.53ʺ N, 84°4ʹ 23.45ʺ W). The array had an internal area of 0.92 km 2 and a maximum coverage of 8.22 km 2 in waters that ranged from 0.2 to 20.8 m deep. The dataset included recorded positions taken from stationary tags (9 synch-tags and two additional stationary position tags), three mobile tag tests (submerged tags dragged behind a slow-moving boat with continuous GPS recording), and animal location data recorded for 76 free-swimming adult female sea lampreys (Petromyzon marinus) with surgically-implanted tags (V9P-2H, 15 to 45 second transmission rate). With this dataset we demonstrate a framework for filtering VPS data with HPE, provide a comparison to current filtering approaches used by other VPS studies, and contrast the advantages of PPE based filters and biological filters.
Results
We demonstrate our approach by filtering the example dataset according to the data quality objectives of the study.
Step 1: Establishing data quality objectives We adopted four data quality objectives. Data quality objectives are explicit assignments of acceptable errors in precision that derive from the requirements of the data analysis technique. Any defensible objective could have been adopted to fulfill this step because the details are study-specific and could be simplified to a single criterion.
Our four objectives included the ability to detect changes in trajectories (e.g., ground speed, turn angle, etc.), perform basic behavioral assignments (e.g., is the animal moving or stationary?), assign fish positions to habitat types (point data), and avoid the loss of acceptably accurate data while ensuring the removal of unacceptable positions if filtering is necessary to perform habitat assignment (Table 1) . These objectives include both position specific criteria (i.e., <15 m error) and global criteria (i.e., mean error <1.77 m), though in each case a position specific filter (i.e., precision target) must be identified. The filter value should represent the minimum value that must have been met by a filtered dataset in order to achieve each objective. Among candidate filters, we identified the preferred filter as the one with the largest HPE that best met all criteria. The criteria provided a clear framework with which to select the best filter.
Step 2: Estimating the baseline position confidence in the array Baseline position confidence refers to the quality of the unfiltered position data and is partly a function of array coverage (i.e., low quality positions are likely more abundant in regions of the array with poor coverage). Baseline confidence must be identified to determine if filtering is required. The baseline position confidence was described by mean and median array accuracy; position yield, the proportion of data that was below 6 m error, and the number of positions with greater than 15 m error were enumerated for stationary and mobile test tags that collectively determined if the array met the first three criteria. The fourth criteria dealt with data reduction. The initial evaluation was based on position yield (percentage of positions estimated vs. expected during the time period), average data accuracy, presence of large errors (>15 m), the twice the distance root mean square (2DRMS) model equations, the proportion of data that was below 6 m error, and array coverage based on actual fish telemetry data.
There were three tests of accuracy and each test varied in length, including 29,355, 16,400, and 138 positions (stationary site one, two, and mobile test) (Figure 1 Step 3a: Evaluating HPE filters consistent with the data quality objectives and guides
The necessary filter cutoff for each criterion to be met must be determined prior to selection of a filter cutoff. Although the highest acceptable HPE value will retain the most data, the range of HPE values that fulfill each criterion to reach each objective should be evaluated and reported. If no value meets all criteria, either the analysis associated with an objective must be reevaluated, a different analysis should be selected, or the research question will prove difficult to address with the original planned approach.
Criterion 1
Any HPE cutoff from 3 (minimum observed in the test data) to 15 (maximum considerable due to objective 2) was sufficient to meet criterion 1 for stationary tests but not for the mobile test, although the mobile test methodology was susceptible to inherently high average error (Table 2) .
Criterion 2
The number of positions that violated criterion 2 increased greatly between HPE filters of 6 and 15 (max error: loca- Only HPE cutoffs less than 7 (stationary location 1) or 8 (stationary location 2) met criteria 2, although no position had greater than 15 m error for the mobile test (Table 2) .
Criterion 3
The 2DRMS equation for desired 95% confidence in 6 m accuracy (Criterion 3) returned an HPE cutoff of 8.5 for stationary test one and 6.0 for stationary test two ( Figure 2 ). There was not enough mobile test data to calculate this metric.
Criterion 4
The incorrectly retained proportion of all positions was less than 1% for HPE cutoffs of 3 to 10 for stationary test one and was 1% for all HPE cutoffs 3 to 15 for stationary test two ( Figure 5 ). For the mobile test, only an HPE of 3 reduced the incorrectly retained proportion below 1%, though only four positions were incorrectly retained (3% of total; max. error = 7.7 m) when HPE cutoffs ranged from 6 to 10 ( Figure 6 ; Table 2 ). Incorrectly rejected positions occurred at less than 5% of all positions for any HPE cutoff greater than 8 for stationary test one, greater than 3 for stationary test two, and greater than 5 for the mobile test, representing a minimal loss of acceptable data. When comparing the relationship between incorrectly retained and incorrectly rejected, acceptable HPE cutoffs of 8 to 10 (stationary test one), 4 to 15 (stationary test two), and no HPE was effective for the mobile test, although 5 to 10 was closest.
Step 3b: Selecting an HPE cutoff
The highest HPE cutoff that met or was the closest to meeting all criteria was an HPE of 8, although from this dataset HPE cutoffs between 6 to 8 all fit the criteria (Figure 8 ).
Step 3c: Evaluating the potential for introduced bias through application of the chosen HPE cutoff
There was evidence for spatial bias in filtering inside versus outside of the array and potentially behavioral or habitat filter bias. Only three mobile test positions with acceptable accuracy (<6 m) were rejected and all occurred at the array edge, suggesting that HPE may overfilter at the periphery of coverage (Figure 6a ). In the sea lamprey data set, the HPE cutoff (8) from inside of the array (3,070 positions, 74.6% of all rejections) were associated with seven lampreys during daylight hours that were likely stationary, as sea lamprey are nocturnal. This observation is consistent with previous observations that sea lamprey may settle in locations that interfere with acoustic tag signal transmission, blocking the line of sight between receivers and tags [19] .
Discussion
We developed a straightforward conceptual approach for using a PPE to filter hyperbolically positioned data and demonstrated this approach with a technology (underwater acoustic telemetry) in which users evaluate position accuracy with HPE. The framework included selection of defensible data quality objectives, evaluation of the array's positioning accuracy with an independent dataset, and determination of the relationship of the selected PPE to measured accuracy and data retention.
Data-filtering with a PPE estimate of position accuracy has certain conceptual advantages over a biological filter if the PPE is properly evaluated. PPE's are calculated for each position obtained from the telemetry apparatus, whereas biological filters ignore the positioning process and only evaluate resultant positions based on an expectation of what is biologically reasonable for the study species. Biological filters can be useful and are frequently used because they are conceptually straightforward, and at times, the only available option. Some habitat filters are quite reasonable (e.g., fish do not swim 500 m onto land); although the rule could introduce filter bias as positions closer to the physical habitat edge are more likely to be rejected. Similarly, as HPE represents a 95% confidence value, HPE becomes large when solutions become less precise, as typically occurs outside the array periphery where the overlapping of parabolas allows for multiple potential solutions [9] . Failure to select a proper filter is more problematic for calculating movement trajectories (e.g., maximum ground speed), and identifying a useful biological filter is especially challenging for aquatic species for which maximum movement capacities are often unknown [22] , or poorly estimated. Selection of a biological filter cutoff that is high allows incorrectly retained positions to remain in the dataset, whereas cutoffs that are low near the average speed remove valuable data. Either case will serve to infuse the data with a perceived improvement in accuracy that is not supportable (i.e., the rejected positions may be no less accurate than many retained positions). Unlike biological filters, PPE filters are position specific and rely principally on the assumption that animal-integrated tags match the performance of stationary or towed tags, and that the array is well-constructed to ensure sufficient areal coverage, avoidance of obstructions, etc. [9, 23] . If these assumptions are supported, carefully selected PPEs that are based on the position quality should be used prior to biological filters that are based upon the biological plausibility of resultant positions and not the quality of the positioning process.
PPE filter selection ranges from choosing an arbitrary HPE based on subjective operator preferences to developing a complete algorithm that would output a filter threshold based on a set of inputs (i.e., the model determines both performance and value). The approach we suggest clearly falls in the middle (i.e., performance measurement is objective but value judgment can be subjective) but still represents a significant improvement over the use of arbitrarily selected filter values. The selection of an HPE of 8 fell within the most effective range for the criteria and ensures high confidence in 6 m accuracy (criteria 3). Although we identified three different criteria to complete a complex analysis, a single criterion could be chosen for a single analysis, or, if multiple analyses are contemplated, a different cutoff could be chosen for each, which would make selection and reporting straightforward. In our example, the criteria for objective 2 was not met, as it required no positions to have greater than 15 m of error, clearly representing an ineffective criteria for an objective. At very low numbers of violating positions, only extreme positions remain and improving the filter to remove these positions came at a high cost (increase in positions incorrectly rejected). These extreme outliers may not even represent predictable performance of the system. If the filter is to be useful, the proper response is to adjust the first passage time analysis, which is very easy and would have only required shifting the moving designation by a few meters (17.7 m was the largest remaining error). However, perhaps a better criterion would be to choose a high percentile (e.g., 99.5%) that represents an acceptable level of risk or error in your future analysis. With the VPS system, little effort has been made to defend filtering cutoffs beyond reference to prior use [13] , and ambiguous filter criteria are at risk of inadvertently becoming acceptable practice through the accumulation of use. In our case, adoption of an ambiguous filter based on a previous study (HPE 10 to 20 [14] [15] [16] ), would have been less useful than the carefully evaluated filter cutoff of 8 and indefensible (Table 2) . Telemetry technology represents a very different tool than typical scientific instruments as its design is rarely consistent, is difficult to standardize, and does not generate data points with fixed accuracy and precision. For this reason, we suggest that data filtering should be a flexible process that may progress towards more concrete rules if some level of standardization of use occurs for telemetry equipment as has occurred for the use of positional dilution of precision in certain GPS applications (e.g., [24] ).
A VPS system is capable of attaining accurate positions (2DRMS <6 m, <2 m average) with a high position yield (>82%) via autonomous receivers that are capable of covering large areas (>2 km 2 ), although these results were specific to this system and environment. As with all systems, the VPS was susceptible to spatial, temporal, and behavioral or habitat bias in position yield and position precision which could cloak important biological phenomena [6, 24] . For example, when an animal occupies a habitat that blocks the line of sight from tags to receivers, as was suspected for the seven stationary sea lamprey that composed 74.6% of our filtered data inside of the array [19] , there is a potential habitat and behavioral bias [9] . Observed HPE values also increased with distance outside of the test array, consistent with observations from other studies [9, 13] . Confirming a temporal or spatial bias is challenging because, depending on placement, stationary tags may not reveal systematic spatial biases in the array [9, 25] , and may be sensitive to regular variation in environmental conditions (e.g., louder waves in shallow vs. deep waters) that differentially impact receiver performance. Mobile range testing is recommended for spatial evaluations of filter performance, though results may not be representative of the full range of environmental conditions encountered by tagged animals due to the typically short duration of mobile tests, selection of favorable boating conditions, etc. The mobile test appeared to be biased towards higher error estimates, though the spatial patterns were consistent between fish tracking and mobile test data.
Both mobile and stationary tests presented unforeseen challenges and unexpected findings. Mobile testing suggested an HPE of 8 was overly conservative outside of the internal array area, though we lacked stationary tests in this region that would have confirmed this conclusion ( Figure 6 ). The mobile test presented some challenges to evaluation because the GPS clock was not synchronized with VPS time and only recorded a position every second. To minimize the effects of clock differences on position error estimates, we applied a constant time offset to all mobile test positions that minimized error between the mobile test tag tracks and corresponding GPS tracks (Additional file 1). In addition, we likely overestimated error by assuming that the GPS track represented the true path of the test tag because we only collected a single post-processed position every second along the track. Collecting positions with sub-meter accuracy usually requires averaging several GPS points at a given location, but point averaging over time is not an option while moving. The tail of positions that were observed in the stationary tests could not be explained with the example dataset but was likely the result of a specific set of receivers with poor geometry that consistently estimated inaccurate positions in one direction. The tails were not troubling to us as these positions were easily filtered with HPE. Many challenges can be avoided in advance by careful project planning. We recommend multiple mobile and stationary tag tests with the animal tag during the same time period that the animals are being monitored, and ideally, at least some fraction of the synch-tags would be the same model as the fish tags. Receivers should be positioned outside the maximum spatial extent of interest, or at a minimum, stationary animal tags should be monitored in any area of interest to ensure the chosen HPE cutoff has met the filter goals.
Although we present a process for selecting a single fixed HPE cutoff and provide the R code necessary for performing this approach (Additional file 1), a dynamic filter in which the HPE cutoff could be either temporally (e.g., [26] ), or both temporally and spatially flexible, might prove useful, although it also would require synchronization tags that match fish tags. Regardless of how the HPE selection process is fine-tuned, the key is following a standard process like the one we have described, including reporting the process for others to properly assess the research findings. Even if the necessary accuracy required to perform the most-preferred analysis cannot be attained with the data collected, PPEs can be used to tailor the selection of an analytical tool, or the spatial scale at which the behavior is considered. Either adaptation to the study is preferred over the reporting of errant observations [17, 27] .
Conclusions
PPE error estimates are frequently available from animal telemetry systems that rely on hyperbolic positioning and can be used to evaluate data quality prior to analysis. When using PPE to filter data, practitioners should undertake (a) a priori determination of data accuracy requirements; (b) independent assessment of the telemetry system performance; (c) a determination of how well the PPE represents measured accuracy; (d) selection of a filter cutoff based on the balance between accuracy improvement and data retention; and (e) explicit consideration of spatial, behavioral, and habitat bias associated with the telemetry system and the animal under observation. A carefully constructed PPE filter is more defensible than biological filters that can improve data accuracy but require (1) an interpretation of the data vs. an assessment of its precision, and (2) are only applied to a subset of the data collected (extreme movements). HPE offers the intriguing possibility for direct use in the analysis as an error estimate (vs. a criterion for data retention); akin to bench apparatus precision estimates, though there is no evidence that this approach has been used in such a manner with other hyperbolic positioning systems. Because data analysis requirements are likely to be as varied as the movement data to which they are applied, complete exposition of the selection process and criteria should be included in the methods section of any subsequent reports or publications. The minimum level of a reporting should include a description of the data quality objectives, criteria, rational for cutoff selection, and evidence of reaching the criteria, which could come in the form of a paragraph, table, or appendix and does not need to be a substantial component of the report or paper. ). In our analysis, we assume that these GPS positions represent the true mobile tag position. We were not able to synchronize the acoustic receivers to the GPS clock at the time of tests, so we applied a constant offset to the timestamps of GPS positions until error between the GPS track and mobile tag track (derived from VPS) was minimized. Error was minimized using the Optim function in R (Additional file 1), which used the Broyden-Fletcher-GoldfarbShanno method [28] . The test tag was identical to the tag inserted into female sea lamprey (V9P-2H, 69 kHz, 150 db, 47 mm (length), 3.5 g (dry weight)), which were monitored as they approached, entered or bypassed the Ocqueoc River mouth (45.490278°, −84.072931°) in Hammond Bay (Lake Huron), where lake water temperatures ranged from 6.0 to 19.7°C throughout the study (April 9, 2010 to June 7, 2010) . The use of sea lampreys was approved by the Michigan State University Institutional Animal Use and Care Committee via animal use permit 04/07-033-00.
Error evaluation based on test data
To evaluate the baseline array accuracy the position yield (number of positions observed/maximum possible number of positions) based on transmission rate, the proportions of data that were below 6 m error and the number of positions with greater than 15 m error were enumerated for stationary and mobile test tags. The position yield was calculated by determining the total number of locations positioned by the VPS versus the number of acoustic tag signals emitted in the time period (maximum transmission number). The true number of fixes can be readily counted. To estimate position yield, the average time for one complete transmission cycle must be determined by adding the average programmed transmission interval between the start and end of a transmission plus the length of the transmission (burst length). The V9P-2H tag had a pre-set transmission interval that ranged from 15 to 45 seconds (average: 30 seconds) and a burst length that alternated between 3.26 and 3.54 seconds. The burst length was always composed of a series of eight pings, but varied because two different alternating signals were transmitted from these tags as one provided a depth code and a short tag identifier (two digit) and the other provided a longer tag identifier (five digit) that is more robust to individual misidentification. The resulting average length for one transmission cycle was 33.4 seconds. The time between transmissions is readily available; however, the burst length should be obtained prior to performing this calculation. Second, the total transmission period must be divided by the length of one transmission cycle to determine the maximum transmission number. Average error was calculated and the presence of positions with unacceptably large error values (>15 m error) were enumerated for all three tests (two stationary and one mobile).
HPE evaluation with test data
The average error (criteria 1) and number of positions with large error were estimated (>15 m, criteria 2) for all HPE cutoff possibilities (3 to 15) to evaluate the first two criteria (Table 1) . To evaluate if the HPE value provided for fish tags and calculated by VEMCO using synch-tag detections was a representative estimate of locational error for fish tags, we calculated 2DRMS for each stationary test tag by first calculating the Euclidian distance between each individual test position and the median or best estimate of the 'true' test tag location. The HPE calculated by VEMCO is scaled to an approximately 1:1 relationship between HPE and measured error in m for synch-tags [9] . 2DRMS can be used to compare the relationship to fish tags and is reported in the base line evaluation of the dataset. The 2DRMS for the median value is actually a measure of precision [8] , but it was also the best available estimate of accuracy. The 2DRMS linear model was calculated by first binning all data by one unit HPE increments and an average of the HPE within the bin was calculated to represent the bin. The error in the x direction (Xe) and y direction (Ye) was estimated for each location within a bin. The 2DRMS was then estimated for the 95% confidence interval using Xe and Ye within each bin and a line was fit to the 2DRMS
linear model fit to those 2DRMS values for each HPE (2DRMS line) of interest (3 to 15) was used to predict the proper HPE filter for 95% confidence about a given target error value. The 2DRMS regression developed for the mobile test was not considered due to the small number of recorded transmissions (138). The 2DRMS model was used to estimate the HPE at which there was 95% confidence that positions had less than 6 m accuracy (criteria 3). A range of HPE cutoffs (3 to 15) for removing unacceptably erroneous positions (>6 m error) while avoiding the loss of acceptable positions (<6 m error) were considered based on the percentage of incorrectly retained (of all retained) and incorrectly rejected positions (percentage of acceptable positions) ( Table 2 ). The goal for the incorrectly retained percentage of all positions was >99% and incorrectly rejected of all positions was >95%, as the loss of data was considered more acceptable than allowing the erroneous positions to remain. This was an arbitrary proportion, though the loss of positions when evaluating trajectory data can quickly become problematic and retaining unacceptably erroneous positions could result in incorrect habitat assignment, so we selected high target proportions. The variation in temporal gaps was not considered but could be very important to a study.
